DM (Ephesos)
Then let's begin.
Every six years, the Concordance festival celebrates the peace of the gods, reached long ago when the feuding deities were pacified by a group of mortal supplicants. Cities across Selos, and indeed across Mote, celebrate with elaborate ceremonies and wild parties, a rare time of peace in these dark times.
The Concordance is also the best time for those with the means to make the pilgrimage to the Oracle at E'Tarn, or so it is said. And for those with the means but not the devotion, like Lord Hakkel of Quera, the pilgrimage is carried out by proxy.
This particular Concordance carries special weight for Hakkel. In his old age, he lacks an heir, and he believes the Oracle will choose one for him. Regardless of whether or not this is true, he has assembled a party to carry out the task for him.
You were unsurprised when you heard that Zarusa, the wizard counsel to Hakkel, was to lead the pilgrimage. However, you were quite surprised when Zarusa chose you to help guard the pilgrims. A great honor, of course.
Zarusa is a pleasant enough woman, a tall and wiry spitfire who could, if she wished, actually spit fire. When you were chosen at the opening ceremonies of the festival's first day, she didn't bother to explain her reasoning. So, naturally, you sought out the nearest tavern to mull it over.
The Lotus Tavern is one of four inns in the town of Quera. It is neither upscale nor downscale, and has a widely-varied clientele. Most importantly, it's reasonably cheap, which is enough reason for your patronage.
Still a little shocked by Zarusa's announcement, you settle in and order a round. The Concordance festivities mill around you as you ponder the task ahead of you. Jerard, the innkeeper, has heard the news already and gives you the round on the house.
You may fire when ready.
Telaverin
I drink.
With gusto, might I add.
Kundak
"Being a dragonborn, I don't drink alcohol for fear of the beverage catching fire in my mouth."
Boregloaf
Are we all getting a drink together, then?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes.
(And Dragonborn are not so inconvenienced... unless they are very, very drunk.)
Nixak
I push the drink back to Jarerd. "Do you have anything without alcohol?"
Vitze
I drink slowly, and observe the others.
Kundak
(Oh)
Zkaashj
I just sit quietly
Kundak
I lean forward, "I'll have some cheap wine then."
Telaverin
What time of day is it?
DM (Ephesos)
It's not long after noon. The festivities outside are in full swing.
Lord Hakkel and Zarusa's announcements happened during the opening ceremonies, so it is still the first day of the Concordance.
The six of you are certainly a strange group... a lacewing, a dragonborn, two elves, a human, and a goblin.
Vitze
To the others: "Do you guys do this kind of work often?"
Nixak
Who is in the bar tavern with us?
Kundak
"No, I have been an apprentice all my life."
Boregloaf
"I've been a guard all my life, but never outside the city before. Do you think we'll run into any wolves?"
Telaverin
"It's my job. I don't see myself doing anything else in the future."
DM (Ephesos)
The tavern is full of all types, of all races. Some are local, some have come in from the surrounding villages and wilderness.
Nixak
"Why do you care?"
Zkaashj
"No"
Vitze
"Well, I know a little magic, but I'm mainly a musician. I was hoping some of you have more experience."
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard is a dragonborn with a penchant for homebrewing. Those of you who've lived here for a while have slowly seen his brews go from barely drinkable to passable.
Nixak
I get up and move into father into the tavern, looking for a place to sit wishing Jerard had something without alcohol.
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard finally notices that Nixak has moved to another table, and he takes a flagon of fresh milk to him.
Vitze
"I mean, should we go buy new weapons first? Or ask Jerard for information? I have no idea what's conventional here."
Kundak
"Do we not have weapons already?"
Telaverin
"If your weapons need replacing at the start of a journey, then perhaps you need to remain a musician."
DM (Ephesos)
(Assumedly you already have weapons. Unless you don't.)
Boregloaf
"I think the goal is to drink until you're no longer nervous about what you're about to do."
Vitze
"That sounds like good advice." I drink some more.
Nixak
I nod my head at Jerard and take the milk.
Kundak
"I have had my fill, thank you."
Nioca
(back in a bit, have to eat)
Zkaashj
I look around trying to see something interesting
Nixak
As I sit with my milk on the table untouched I start to listen to what those around me are talking about.
DM (Ephesos)
(Define interesting.)
Telaverin
A look around for more drink.
Zkaashj
( Something unsual or shiny)
DM (Ephesos)
The conversations you can overhear are all about the various festivities to take place in Quera this week. Festivities which, sadly, you will be missing.
As for shiny things, there are plenty. Most people have made an effort to look their best for the festival, whether that means breaking out the heirloom jewelry or an elaborate hairstyle. You can see a lacewing at a far table with elaborate metalwork adorning his wings.
Zkaashj
(How about unusual?)
Kundak
(The lacewing)
Boregloaf
I wait patiently while sipping my beer.
Nixak
Is the lacewing with others or alone?
Telaverin
"Any of you had expierience doing this?"
Vitze
Loud enough to be overheard: "This waiting to leave is intolerable. I wish I'd brought a deck of cards."
Zkaashj
"No"
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing is at a table with two elves. One appears to be a priest of Kyrophius.
Kundak
"Indeed." I sit there and fiddle with my gyroscope.
Nixak
Can I hear what they are talking about if they are talking?
DM (Ephesos)
No, they're talking quietly enough that it's lost in the general hubbub.
Telaverin
"my father used to say, if you're bored have another drink. Of course, he owned a tavern, so that might explain why he said it."
Nixak
I use mind read on the one that is not the Lacewing or the one that appears to be a priest.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Kundak
(Awkward silence)
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard brings another round.
Telaverin
"Thanks, Jerard." I drink.
Vitze
I take out my guitar. "Hey Jerard, do you mind if I play a little?"
Nixak
I leave my table and return to where the others are.
Zkaashj
"No,thanks"
Boregloaf
"Anyone drunk enough to try singing along yet?"
Jerard
"Sure, go ahead."
Telaverin
"I don't sing, sorry."
Zkaashj
" I don't drink so no drunking around"
Vitze
I move into the center of the room, put my empty mug on the floor in front of me, and play something festive with my guitar and harmonica.
Kundak
(Guitar and harmonica at the same time. Are you Bob Dylan?)
DM (Ephesos)
A few of the tavern's patrons seem to appreciate the tune, and you end up with a handful of copper coins in your mug (16, precisely).
Vitze
(Damn it, you guessed the big reveal.)
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard finishes serving another table, and turns his attention back to you.
Jerard
"So what'll you be doing?"
Kundak
"We are accompanying pilgrims to the Oracle."
Jerard
"I heard the road to the oracle is pretty rough. It even gets some bandits from Sarden on it every now and then."
Vitze
To the crowd: "Thank you, thank you. Remember, all of your donations will go to support the pilgrimage."
Boregloaf
"Excellent. I can deal with bandits."
Nixak
I turn to Jerard and ask him in a low voice, "Do you know what business two Elfs and a Lacewing would have together?"
I think mind read Jerard.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Zkaashj
"Heard any rumors?"
Kundak
"I don't think he'll tell us any rumours without some sort of monetary compensation."
Telaverin
I lean back in my chair and watch the patronage.
Zkaashj
"Nevermind then"
Jerard
"Haven't heard any rumors lately. Mostly it's just been preparations for the festival."
"I heard the temple of Phol-Phoram is doing a fireworks show."
Telaverin
(When does the pilgramage begn?)
DM (Ephesos)
(The pilgrimage begins tomorrow.)
Zkaashj
"Could you tell us about the Oracle?"
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard shrugs.
Jerard
"Don't know much about it. Heard it's just some guy in the mountains."
Vitze
I resume playing, and improvise a song about the Oracle and the heroic men and women who guard the pilgrims to it.
DM (Ephesos)
The song seems a bit less popular (perhaps you stumble a bit as you invent it), and you only garner 6 coppers.
Kundak
I croon gently in the background in order to spark some interest.
Nixak
I look around the tavern again to see if anyone new has come in and to see if anyone is sitting close enough to the Lacewing and the two Elfs to over hear them.
DM (Ephesos)
The crooning is lost in the background noise.
Telaverin
"What the hell, I might as well sing before I'm too drunk to remember it."
I go stand next to Vitze.
DM (Ephesos)
The lacewing and the two elves are surrounded by loud patrons, who seem oblivious to the trio.
Nixak
Are any of the loud patrons rather drunk but not smashed?
DM (Ephesos)
Even though it's the Concordance, nobody's that drunk yet. It's too early.
Nixak
"When is the fire works show Jerard?"
Jerard
"The show's tomorrow night. Can't wait to see it."
Telaverin
"Vitze, shall we do a piece?"
Nixak
"Anything happening tonight?"
Kundak
(Where is the temple of Phol-Phoram?)
Vitze
"Sure thing." I nod and start playing again.
Telaverin
I sing.
DM (Ephesos)
(The temple of Phol-phoram is at the west edge of town, on a hill overlooking the coast.)
Jerard
"Tonight, far as I know it's just music and drinking."
DM (Ephesos)
He smiles and taps one of the kegs behind the bar.
Jerard
"Hoping to try out this year's brew."
Kundak
I sit down with Vitze and begin singing.
Telaverin
When the song concludes, I see if I can't get some of this year's brew.
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard cheerfully hands over a flagon of his latest creation. It has a slight greenish tint to it.
Nixak
I glance back at the Lacewing and his friends again. Are they drinking?
DM (Ephesos)
They have drinks, but don't appear to be imbibing that much.
You see the door to the tavern open, and a few familiar figures enter. Four people you've known for most of your adult lives, and who were probably your biggest competition for traveling with Zarusa. While you had previously dreamt of adventuring, they had actually done it.
Granted, they never wandered far from the comforts of Quera, but you've endured their dreary tales of exploring abandoned ruins. Osherl, their leader, is an elven fighter. The others: Kacylyn, a dwarven archer; Halith, a novice elven mage; and Ghak, a goblin brawler.
Telaverin
I sit down with my funky drink.
DM (Ephesos)
You can already hear Halith's grating, nasal voice complaining about Zarusa's choice. Then Osherl cuts him off, and calls out in your direction.
Osherl
"Hey, you! We've got a score to settle with you!"
DM (Ephesos)
At this, the other patrons of the tavern quickly stream out into the street, leaving you alone with your rivals and Jerard, who takes the opportunity to duck below the bar.
Telaverin
I down said drink and stand.
DM (Ephesos)
The drink tastes faintly of apples, and isn't that bad.
Boregloaf
I stand up and draw my sword.
Telaverin
I draw my blades as well.
Vitze
I put my instruments aside. "Guys, sit down!"
Kundak
I pull out my Shuriken.
DM (Ephesos)
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DM (Ephesos)
W = wall
T = table
'=' = window
+ = door
* = chair or stool
A = Osherl
B = Kacylyn
C = Halith
D = Ghak
E = Jerard
1 = Boregloaf
2 = Zkaashj
3 = Telaverin
4 = Nixak
5 = Vitze
6 = Kundak
Nixak
I don't even bother to give the newcomers a glance. Did the lacewing leave with the others?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, they left as well.
Nixak
(dangit)
Vitze
"Osheri, doll, you're jealous of us? For a babysitting gig?"
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Bluff)
Kundak
(Ouch)
DM (Ephesos)
Osherl laughs at Vitze, unimpressed.
Osherl
"I see your wit is as dull as your blade. Unsurprising."
Boregloaf
I growl at the adventurers.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
You see Halith flinch, but the others are unmoved.
Telaverin
"So, what the hell did we do to cause you harm?"
Zkaashj
I draw my glaive
Nixak
I turn back to my milk still not looking at the newcomers.
Kundak
"What in the name of Phol-Phoram is wrong with you people?"
DM (Ephesos)
Kacylyn nocks an arrow, pointed at Telaverin.
Kacylyn
"You stole our job!"
Kundak
"No we didn't!"
Kacylyn
"Hakkel promised us that post last month!"
Zkaashj
"If you want you could beg, and we might give you the job."
Kundak
"..."
DM (Ephesos)
You do recall them boasting about something like that, but it sounded a lot more glamorous than an escort mission then.
Vitze
"Maybe you guys cost too much. You're so much more experienced then we are, you must be expensive tyo hire."
DM (Ephesos)
Halith turns bright red at Zkaashj's comment, and Ghak stomps his foot.
Ghak
"That's it, enough talk!"
Vitze
"Wait!"
DM (Ephesos)
Kacylyn fires her arrow at Vitze, but it goes wide and embeds itself in the bar.
(You may act now.)
Telaverin
I grab that stool and chuck it at the one with the bow.
Zkaashj
I cast Ignis Morte to Kacylyn
Kundak
I hurl a Shuriken at Kacylyn's neck.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Telaverin
(WTF? a crit for throwing a stool?)
Vitze
"Can't say I didn't warn you." I cast Terror on Halith.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Boregloaf
I charge at Osherl. (and attack, obviously.)
Kundak
I cast Marble Avalanche in order to trip the group.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Dantius
(A crit for throwing a stool is better than a 1 for casting Ultimate Destruction)
Nixak
I use composition on Halith. "Don't attack but make sure nobody comes into the bar from the street. Stand guard at the door looking out, its what you need to do.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin hefts a stool with surprising strength and accuracy, and it soars out the door. It strikes Kacylyn, and she falls to the ground.
As a consequence, Zkaashj's spell and Kundak's shuriken go wide.
Boregloaf charges out at Osherl, but the elf meets her halfway, and parries the blow.
Vitze's spell seems to have no effect on Halith.
Nixak, however, causes the mage to lose his concentration for a moment, so he does not act.
When he finishes parrying, Osherl brings his sword around to slash at Boregloaf, catching her for 2 damage.
Ghak charges in the door and leaps up on a table, sizing up the room.
(round 2)
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Vitze
I cast Suggestion on Osheri: "Thank the gods, the guards are here!"
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Telaverin
I charge the nearest fellow (A, I belive)
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Kundak
I grab a nearby wine bottle and chuck it at Ghak.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Zkaashj
I cast Ignis Morte again to C
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Boregloaf
I attack Osherl again.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Telaverin
(And there's the fumble)
DM (Ephesos)
Osherl looks around for a moment, perplexed, but turns his attention back to the fight. He looks in time to see Telaverin charging at him, and then tripping over a stool to land in J8.
Kundak snags a wine bottle from behind the bar, ignoring Jerard's muffled protest, and expertly tosses it at Ghak. The bottle shatters, and Ghak yells out in pain.
Nixak
I use Blank Slate on Halith
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Ephesos)
This time, Boregloaf is able to catch Osherl off guard, and soon he is sporting a long gash along his arm.
Another black fireball flies out of the tavern, and again it goes wide.
Halith, who just ducked the fireball, dives out of sight before Nixak can finish his spell.
Ghak, thoroughly enraged, leaps across to the next table, then descends on Kundak, whirling two clubs around his head. He manages to land a hit with one, dealing 2 damage.
Osherl sidesteps Boregloaf, then stabs the prone Telaverin, dealing 2 damage.
Halith leaps through the doors, and fires a pair of blue bolts at Nixak and Vitze. Nixak manages to duck, but Vitze is struck for 3 damage.
(round 3)
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Kundak
I take out another shuriken and stab Ghak with it.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Kundak
(Wow)
Telaverin
I go after Mr. Stabby.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Boregloaf
(Do we have a healer?)
Nixak
I Mind Duel Halith.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Zkaashj
I cast my spell again to Ghak
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Vitze
I cast Blur on Boregloaf.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Boregloaf
Attack again.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Kundak
(I am a Healer)
Zkaashj
(Bad Dice)
Boregloaf
(Okay)
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak stabs Ghak, who is clearly just as surprised by the outcome as Kundak is. However, he just growls.
Telaverin fumbles out an attack as she gets up, and Osherl dodges easily. However, he dodges right into Boregloaf's attack.
Boregloaf's movements blur in the process.
(In the future, no roll is necessary for Blur. Unless you really, really want the chance at a 20. Or a 1.)
Vitze
(Thanks, good to know)
DM (Ephesos)
Another black fireball flies across the tavern, but this time it just breaks a window.
Nixak stares intently at Halith, but is unable to cause any damage. Nixak expends 1 stamina from the attempt.
Ghak swings at both Vitze and Kundak, catching each of them with a club for 1 damage each.
Osherl, clearly confused by Boregloaf's appearance, swings wildly at her. Unfortunately, something in his desperation seems to make him more accurate, and he strikes Boregloaf for 4 damage.
Vitze
(Ouch)
Boregloaf
"Kundak! Heal!"
DM (Ephesos)
Halith, having noticed Nixak's attack, flings a fireball in his direction. It strikes, dealing 3 to Nixak.
Also, Nixak's pack catches fire.
Halith, having noted Nixak's powers, ducks behind another table.
(round 4)
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Kundak
I cast Heal on Boregloaf.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
(And Heal doesn't really need a roll either.)
Kundak
(Oh, okay)
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak utters a brief chant and Boregloaf is healed for 3 damage.
Telaverin
I break a stool over A.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Telaverin
(COME ON)
Vitze
I cast Terror Bat-Cloud on Ghak.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Zkaashj
I throw my glaive to A
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Telaverin
(HOW DO YOU MESS UP BREAKING A STOOL)
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin picks up a stool, but Osherl knocks it out of her hands before she can swing it.
Zkaashj
(Dang)
DM (Ephesos)
The stool lands back where it started.
Boregloaf
I spend a stamina on this attack.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
Ghak momentarily looks confused, upon looking at Vitze.
Zkaashj's glaive goes wide.
Boregloaf brings a powerful strike around and cuts straight across Osherl's chest. He falls to the ground, bleeding profusely.
Nixak
I use Blank Slate on Halith.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
Halith looks confused for a moment, and pops up from behind the table.
Ghak starts swinging wildly, but he trips over a stool as he starts to edge away from Vitze. He lands head-first and is knocked out.
Halith sees you and shouts.
Halith
"Oh yeah? Well so's your mother!"
DM (Ephesos)
Then he notices that his teammates are incapacitated.
He slowly raises his hands into the air, stammering slightly.
Halith
"Please don't kill me."
Kundak
"Give us all your valuables, cur."
Vitze
"Down on your face, now!"
Telaverin
"I'm all for killing him."
Boregloaf
"No killing."
DM (Ephesos)
Halith obligingly sits at the table, his face down on said table.
Vitze
"Aren't y'all curious what's going on?"
Boregloaf
"If you can hold them here, I will fetch the city guards to arrest them."
Zkaashj
I collect my glaive
Kundak
I pick up the Shuriken I threw.
Vitze
"The priest gave them the job, then took it away and gave it to us, a bunch of nobodies."
"I want answers."
Kundak
I go perform first aid on Vitze.
Zkaashj
"Anyone died?"
Vitze
"Thank you, Kundak! Anyway, like I said, answers. So talk, prisoner!"
Kundak
I perform first aid on Telaverin.
Nixak
I use Mind Read on Halith as he answers.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Boregloaf
I leave to go find some guards.
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard emerges from behind the bar, clutching a crossbow and looking unnerved.
Kundak
"Sorry about the wine."
DM (Ephesos)
Halith's stammer gets much worse, making his irritating voice even worse.
Halith
"I don't know!"
Telaverin
"Where was that crossbow five minutes ago, Jerard?"
Nixak
I use compulsion on Jerard. "Put down the crossbow, the fighting is done and you know that."
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
As Boregloaf turns to leave the tavern, she meets Zarusa at the door, who had stopped to examine the prone form of Kacylyn, and the smashed chair.
Zkaashj
(Was I succeed on collecting my glaive?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Um, yes.)
Vitze
Whisper: "You must have a guess. Why do you think Zarusa took the job from you?"
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak heals Telaverin for 3 damage.
Jerard keeps one hand on the crossbow as he surveys the damage.
Telaverin
"Thanks." I check the bodies of our rivals. Any of them dead?
Jerard
"Holy hell... what did you do? Are they dead?"
Telaverin
"I was about to find that out, actually."
Vitze
"They attacked us, ma'am."
DM (Ephesos)
Amazingly, none of them are dead yet. Kacylyn and Ghak are just unconscious, Halith is panicked, and Osherl, while badly wounded, is still alive.
Zarusa walks in and looks at Vitze.
Zarusa
"I took the job from them because they were cocky."
Vitze
(I whispered that question!)
Zarusa
"And it seems I have merely exchanged them for an even haughtier group."
Zkaashj
"Too bad, I wish I got a body to raise right now."
DM (Ephesos)
(Sometimes NPCs roll well, deal with it.)
Zarusa
"Now what happened here?"
Nixak
I drink my milk, which has survived the fight.
(I hope it did)
Telaverin
"They got a little upset about losing the job."
"And they decided to let us know."
Vitze
"They came in angry becuase they said we stole the job from them, and picked a fight."
DM (Ephesos)
Nixak: Yes, it has. It's a little warm.
Nixak
Just how I like it.
DM (Ephesos)
A glowing red orb floats in behind Zarusa. It occasionally emits sparks.
Kundak
(Did I perform first aid on Vitze earlier?)
Telaverin
I confinscate the rival group's weapons.
DM (Ephesos)
(Oh, my bad. Got it confused with Telaverin.)
Kundak heals Vitze for 3.
Kundak
I perform first aid on Telaverin and myself.
Telaverin
(I'm already at full)
Kundak
(Does anyone else need healing?)
DM (Ephesos)
(You already did Telaverin.)
Kundak heals himself for 3, and expends a point of stamina for all the healing.
Boregloaf
"If no one in our group needs healing, you might want to try healing Osherl. If he'll let you."
Zarusa
"Well, try not to let them die, if you would."
"It would reflect poorly on you."
Nixak
"Exactly what looks like what happened here."
Boregloaf
(I could use one more heal to get to full, come to think of it.)
Kundak
I reluctantly perform first aid on Osherl. I then tend to Boregloaf's wounds.
Vitze
(I'm one below full, but that's not really a problem. It can wait.)
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa pauses to look over your group again. For the festival, she has placed several small fiery motes in a crown above her head, and they dance as she thinks.
Kundak heals Boregloaf for 3 as well, and manages to stabilize Osherl. Much longer, and he definitely would have died.
Nixak
"And don't confuse haughtiness with skill, you are much wiser then that."
Kundak
"In fact, Vitze here admitted their superior skill."
Vitze
Can I jab both of them in the ribs without Zarusa seeing?
DM (Ephesos)
(Sure, roll Stealth.)
Zarusa glares at Nixak, and for a moment you can see a flash of red in her eyes.
Zarusa
"I know skill when I see it, young one."
"And what you have demonstrated is force, not skill."
Kundak
"It was nothing other than self defense."
Vitze
(Never mind, I'd rather not risk it)
Zkaashj
"What do you expect us to do when we're attacked?"
Vitze
"I understand your frustration, ma'am, but there was no other way out."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa kneels down next to Osherl, checking Kundak's work.
Vitze
I check Ghak for serious wounds.
Zarusa
"Well, if you're this attentive at patching people back together, I suppose it won't matter as much if you blast a few apart."
DM (Ephesos)
Ghak has a rather large stab wound from where Kundak shanked him.
Kundak
I attend to Ghak's wound.
Telaverin
(Is bartender-guy still here?)
Nioca
(Yes)
Kundak
(He's sitting there with a crossbow)
Telaverin
I toss him a coin and get a drink.
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard sighs and looks at the bloodstains. He catches the coin and produces a flagon of booze.
Jerard
"So who's going to clean all of this up?"
Zkaashj
(Hopefully he doesn't make us pay for the damage)
Telaverin
"Thanks. Sorry 'bout the mess, but it's not like we started it."
Nixak
I slide my now empty mug of milk across the bar towards Jerard, "Thank you for the milk, it was great and I hope your other drinks are just as great."
Jerard
"Yes, but you certainly finished it."
Zkaashj
"Kill one of them, I could create a zombie worker for you"
DM (Ephesos)
He nods to Nixak.
Vitze
Suggestion: "It's not that bad, Jerard."
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Jerard
"Not that bad? You smashed out a window, nearly killed four people in here, and broke a stool!"
"And there are no zombies allowed in this inn!"
Zkaashj
"Its your choice then"
Boregloaf
"I think it's time for us to go."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa looks to Jerard.
Zarusa
"Don't worry, Jerard, I'll see that someone's along to clean this up. Lord Hakkel will compensate you."
Vitze
(Did any of us search the unconsciuous people for items?)
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard huffs impatiently, eyeing the damage.
Telaverin
(I got their weapons)
(What were their weapons, anyway? A bow, a coupla clubs, a sword...?)
DM (Ephesos)
Telaverin recovered a pitted shortsword, a bow (broken by the stool), and two gnarled wooden clubs.
Zkaashj
I search the uncounsiuous for items
(Do I need a roll?)
Kundak
(Probably not)
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa gestures to you, and points to the door.
Zarusa
"Walk."
Boregloaf
"Sorry about the mess, Jerard."
Kundak
"Yes Ma'am."
Boregloaf
I leave.
Vitze
I follow.
DM (Ephesos)
Jerard mutters something inaudible.
Kundak
I exit with Boregloaf and Vitze.
Zkaashj
I follow
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa waits at the doorway for you.
She taps a jar attached to her belt, and it glows brightly. A mote of light emerges from it, and drifts outside.
Kundak
"What is that?"
Telaverin
I follow.
Zarusa
"I'm sending for someone to clean this up."
Zkaashj
"What do we do now?"
Nixak
I follow behind everyone else, keeping space between Zarusa and myself.
Kundak
"I suppose we head towards the temple of Phol-Phoram to view the fireworks."
DM (Ephesos)
She starts walking towards the other edge of town, and gestures for you to follow.
Zkaashj
I follow her
Zarusa
"We won't be around for the fireworks. Come, it's time to see the caravan."
Boregloaf
"Good. Something to do."
Vitze
I follow Zarusa.
Kundak
I reluctantly tag along.
Vitze
"So, while we're guarding the pilgrims, I take it you want us to avoid confrontation?"
Zarusa
"Given that none of the pilgrims are masters of combat, that would be nice."
Kundak
"We will try..."
Nixak
"And when confrontation does not want to avoid us?"
Kundak
"That is what we were hired for, after all."
DM (Ephesos)
She makes a gesture you generally understand to mean "explode", and the jar at her belt glows.
Zkaashj
"So you want us to kill anyone in the way?"
Boregloaf
I shake my head.
Nixak
As we follow Zarusa to the caravan I use mind read some random person we pass on the street.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Boregloaf
(We clearly need to move faster to keep us from getting dysfunctionally bored, since most of us apparently have ADHD.)
Telaverin
(Of course we---oooh, shiney!)
Boregloaf
(Is mindreading random people a good sign? Ever?)
Zkaashj
(I want to pickpocket someone)
Nixak
(Its common place for Nixak.)
Kundak
(Why?)
(To Zkaashj)
DM (Ephesos)
Roll for it, Zkaashj.
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Zkaashj
(Blargh)
DM (Ephesos)
Zkaashj clumsily fumbles at a passerby's pocket, drawing an angry stare.
Kundak
"Hsssss...Don't do that."
Zkaashj
"Sorry."
DM (Ephesos)
As you walk through Quera, you're saddened by the thought that you'll be missing the festival.
Telaverin
"No you aren't"
Zkaashj
"How do you read my mind?"
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa, despite her elaborate costume, doesn't seem that concerned.
Telaverin
"I don't. I just know your type."
Vitze
"Guys, we're in this together."
Kundak
"Hypothetically speaking, yes."
Zarusa
"If you pick any of the pilgrims' pockets, I will burn you myself."
Kundak
I cast a sideways glance at Zkaashj.
Zkaashj
"Don't worry I don't have habits to pickpocket person that doesn't have valueables?"
DM (Ephesos)
Eventually, you reach the northwest edge of town. You can easily pick out three carts being loaded with provisions.
Zarusa
"My statement stands."
Kundak
"Oh what joy and ecstasy, it's the caravan!"
Zarusa
"Yes, and you will be helping me guard it as we pass through the jungle."
Telaverin
I look to see if any alchohol is being loaded. "I can already tell this is going t be a long job..."
Vitze
"I imagined something bigger."
Kundak
(That's what she said)
Zkaashj
"Anything we should expect in the jungle?"
Zarusa
"If all goes well, the journey will only take a few days. Five at the most."
Zkaashj
"Aside from wild animals of course."
Zarusa
"Bandits are a danger the closer we get to Sarden."
Vitze
"Is there anything you'd like us to do before we leave?"
Zkaashj
"Anything else?"
Zarusa
"Just prepare yourselves, and meet here at dawn."
Zkaashj
(Who's got nature?)
DM (Ephesos)
She calls over a few figures watching the loading.
Kundak
"Let's go find a place to rest."
DM (Ephesos)
Two dragonborn, one human, an elf, and a dwarf approach, looking bored.
Zarusa
"These are the other guards, some of the finest in Quera."
Vitze
"Hi guys, I'm Vitze."
Telaverin
I introduce myself.
Kundak
"Greetings fellow dragonborn."
DM (Ephesos)
She introduces them in turn. Mithas, an elf with a gleaming halberd slung over his back. Phal, a female dragonborn with a longsword. Khial, a male dragonborn with a pair of shortswords. Yount, a human woman with a crossbow. And last, Terant, a dwarf female with a wicked spiked chain.
Telaverin
"Name's Telaverin."
DM (Ephesos)
They curtly acknowledge you.
Once they are satisfied, they return to watching the carts.
Zarusa
"We will have eight other pilgrims traveling with us. We'll have to walk the route, because we couldn't scrape the necessary mounts together."
"Any questions?"
Vitze
"None here."
Zkaashj
"No"
Kundak
"Nada"
Telaverin
"Nope."
Zarusa
"Excellent, then. Go, enjoy yourselves tonight. Tomorrow morning, we will depart."
Kundak
"Shall we head to the temple of Phol-Phoram and watch the fireworks?"
Telaverin
"Sure"
Nixak
I turn and leave, walking back into town trying not to follow the same path we took to get here.
DM (Ephesos)
(The fireworks are *tomorrow night*.)
Vitze
(Ha)
Kundak
(Oh...)
DM (Ephesos)
(I only said it four times, s'okay.)
Telaverin
"Just kidding. They're tomorrow, remember?"
Vitze
I walk back toward the center of town. "I'm thinking we should buy horses for this trip."
Zkaashj
"Or we could steal it"
Kundak
"Let's not steal anything."
Telaverin
"Do you have enough money? Because I probably don't"
Vitze
"If we steal them, Zarusa will kill us and feed us to them."
"I'm not sure. How much do horses cost?"
Zkaashj
"Or we could search for dead horse and we will get a zombie horse."
Kundak
"All we have is pocket change, and that probably isn't enough to buy one."
DM (Ephesos)
Getting a horse for each of you would be prohibitively expensive.
Vitze
"I guess you're right. So how should we kill time until tomorrow?"
Zkaashj
"Sleep?"
DM (Ephesos)
(If you wish, we can just assume that you successfully kill time in the festivities until morning.)
(This would in fact be easier.)
Boregloaf
(Yes.)
Zkaashj
(Agreed)
Vitze
(Sure, might as well.)
Kundak
(Yeah)
Telaverin
"Let's kill time until morning"
DM (Ephesos)
You successfully kill time, and come the next morning you're standing by the caravan at the edge of town.
The other guards are keeping an eye on the more enthusiastic revelers, and Zarusa is talking to the pilgrims.
Boregloaf
(Can we assume everyone has health and stamina at full? Or was there too much partying and not enough sleep?)
Vitze
"Good morning, Zarusa."
DM (Ephesos)
(Everyone's at full.)
Zarusa
"Good morning to you as well. I trust you are ready to go?"
Kundak
"I think so."
Zkaashj
"Of course"
Zarusa
"Excellent."
Boregloaf
I nod.
"Ready!"
DM (Ephesos)
She instructs the pilgrims to board the second wagon, and they do so silently. She leans towards you and speaks quietly.
Zarusa
"I told them that we would be best to maintain a vow of silence on the trip, and they believed me."
Zkaashj
"Why?"
Zarusa
"So don't mess it up. I hate having people bugging me when I'm on duty."
Vitze
I wink and nod.
Telaverin
"Thank you"
Zarusa
"The downside is that they get the wagon. We walk alongside."
Nixak
I Mind Read one of the pilgrims.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Zarusa
"Mithas and Terant will take the trailing wagon, with the supplies in it."
Boregloaf
I frown. "No speaking? At all? For five whole days?" (whispered)
Zarusa
"Phal and Khial will take the lead wagon."
Vitze
I silently poke Boregloaf in the ribs.
Zarusa
"Yount will drive the middle wagon, and we'll roam around."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa looks at Boregloaf.
Zarusa
"Just them, not us. We can talk."
Vitze
"Oh."
Boregloaf
"Good."
DM (Ephesos)
You see the other guards taking up their posts on the wagons.
Roll Perception.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Zkaashj
"Check the last cart"
"I see something."
Telaverin
I run to the last waggon to check it.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa looks around, momentarily perplexed. The red orb from before flickers into existence next to her.
Telaverin
Sword handy, of course.
DM (Ephesos)
An unfamiliar dwarf is hanging around the cart, trying to look innocuous.
Vitze
I take up a position behind Telaverin.
Zkaashj
I follow Telaverin
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa extends a finger, and you see a thin orange line project from her hand. It shoots out, strikes the figure, and entwines itself around the dwarf.
The orb flashes dark red for a moment.
The dwarf starts yelling and flailing to the best of its ability.
Zkaashj
I look closely at the dwarf
Telaverin
"What are you doing here?"
Nixak
I mind read the dwarf.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf is wearing a ragged cloak, and is also wearing a look of mixed pain and fear. The orange line appears to be burning his skin.
Telaverin
'Shut up and answer!"
Dwarf
"AAAAAIGH!!!"
Vitze
"Zarusa, we can't question him like this."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa walks over calmly, and with a jerking motion of her hand, the line disappears. The dwarf slumps over.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf is already thoroughly intimidated.
Vitze
Hee hee
Zkaashj
"Anyone got a rope?"
Vitze
"I don't."
DM (Ephesos)
The dwarf doesn't look like he's moving anywhere very fast.
Kundak
"I have a lampshade..."
Dwarf
"Unnnh."
Vitze
"Now, dwarf, who are you and what are you doing here?"
Telaverin
"Again, what were you doing?"
DM (Ephesos)
At this point, a bottle of liquor tumbles out of the dwarf's cloak.
Zarusa briskly walks over, picks it up, and tucks it under her arm.
Zarusa
"That's what you get for stealing a wizard's wine. Now off you go, enjoy the festival."
Telaverin
"Oh good, there IS alchohol"
Boregloaf
I search the wagon we caught the dwarf by.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa goes to put the bottle back in the wagon, while the dwarf stays on the ground. Eventually, he gets up and staggers away.
There is no sign of further shenanigans.
Telaverin
"When are we moving out?"
Zarusa
"As soon as possible. If you're ready, I'll signal for Phal and Khial to move out."
Boregloaf
"Ready!"
Zarusa
"Excellent!"
Zkaashj
"Ready when you are"
Vitze
"Let's go."
DM (Ephesos)
Without much ceremony, Zarusa waves to the lead wagon, whose horse starts plodding forward.
The other wagons follow, and the caravan starts moving out.
You head out into the fields surrounding Quera, with the edge of the jungle in sight on the horizon.
In the distance, you think you can see the mountains.
Zarusa starts walking by the middle wagon.
Boregloaf
I plod along.
Zkaashj
I follow Zarusa
Kundak
I trot behind the others.
Nixak
I walk along on the edge of the left side of the wagons.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa keeps an eye on you as she scans the countryside.
Zarusa
"So you all aren't from here, are you?"
Zkaashj
"Nope"
Kundak
"I am from the mountains."
Telaverin
"I'm from Dela"
Boregloaf
"I was born in the city."
Vitze
"I'm not. I've only been here for a couple of months."
Nixak
I continue walking as if I didn't hear.
Zarusa
"Ah, I thought I had seen you around. Boregloaf, isn't it?"
Boregloaf
"Yes, ma'am."
Zarusa
"Lovely, lovely. I believe I know everyone then. At least well enough for now."
DM (Ephesos)
The edge of the jungle approaches unsettlingly quickly as the farms around you thin out.
Telaverin
I move ahead of the waggons.
DM (Ephesos)
By mid-day, you find yourselves at the edge. Ahead, the trail grows a little less distinct.
Boregloaf
I look around nervously.
Vitze
"Have you ever been in the jungle, Boregloaf?"
Telaverin
abouta hundred feet.
Zkaashj
(Anyone got nature skill?)
Zarusa
"Don't get too far ahead, Telaverin. The jaguars will try to pick you off."
Boregloaf
"No."
Kundak
(Boregloaf has one point in Nature)
Zarusa
"We'll be drawing the wagons in as close as they can get. Hopefully, the trail isn't blocked."
Telaverin
I back off a bit.
DM (Ephesos)
You recall some strong storms that passed over the island last week. A few old trees at the outskirts of Quera fell over, nearly crushing a house.
Nixak
I try to see if I can sense any other minds near us that are not with us.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
Seeing no objections, Zarusa orders the caravan to enter the jungle. You can hear a few booming squirrels in the distance, and a few bird calls.
Somewhere, a monkey screeches.
Telaverin
I watch for anything unusual in the roadway.
Kundak
"Oh dear, a monkey."
DM (Ephesos)
Everyone roll Perception for the first stretch of the day's traveling.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Vitze
Woo, we're perceptive as hell.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa has you spread out around the wagons to cover all the angles possible.
Vitze
"Anybody see anything?"
DM (Ephesos)
For a while, the caravan progresses without any trouble. You come to a few forks in the road, but there are still intact signs pointing out your route.
Boregloaf
"Trees."
DM (Ephesos)
But after a few hours, you come to a huge fallen tree, squarely blocking the path.
Nixak
"I see sheep" I glance at the pilgrims.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa has the wagons stop, and she shushes Nixak.
Zarusa
"Drat. Figured this would happen."
Kundak
"I have a mirror, perhaps we could burn the tree?"
Telaverin
I look to see if the tree fell naturally or was cut down.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa sighs. She's wearing much more practical traveling clothes than she was yesterday, but you still remember the dancing flames she wore.
Zarusa
"If we wanted to burn it, I could do that without trouble. The trick is burning it without taking the rest of the jungle with it."
DM (Ephesos)
She produces a small flame in her hand, as if to demonstrate.
Vitze
"It would be simpler to hack it apart or move it."
"We do have horses."
Zarusa
"We're not risking the horses pulling trees. This is why I brought you along, to figure this kind of thing out."
Nixak
I cast my mind about again to sense any other minds.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Perception)
Zarusa
"If you work on the tree, I'll make sure nothing tries to surprise us."
Vitze
If I Blur the tree, could we go right through it?
Telaverin
How big is the tree?
DM (Ephesos)
The tree's about fifteen feet across.
Vitze
(Blur makes things partially non-corporeal, doesn't it?)
Nioca
(That's Spectral Mantle)
Vitze
(Oh, right. Sorry)
Telaverin
"Maybe we can cut around the tree...it's too big to hack apart."
Zarusa
"Of course, if fleeing through a burning jungle sounds like fun to you, I can just burn it."
Vitze
"Did anybody bring an axe?"
Boregloaf
"No."
Nixak
I wonder off from the group towards the edge of the path and look for a path of some sort or a clearing around the tree.
Zkaashj
"Sounds fun indeed."
Boregloaf
I follow Nixak.
Zkaashj
I help Nixak
DM (Ephesos)
Nature check if you're looking for an alternate route.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Telaverin
"I have that fellow's short sword."
Boregloaf
(I'd complain about rolling poorly, but it's so in-character.)
DM (Ephesos)
You hear loud boom as you scout the surrounding jungle.
Nixak
I smile at the sound.
Boregloaf
I look around nervously.
DM (Ephesos)
Sadly, you're unable to find another route that doesn't involve as much work as clearing the tree.
Boregloaf
"Well, it looks like clearing the tree is the only option we have."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa, now perched on top of a wagon, calls down.
Zarusa
"So are we burning it or what?"
Telaverin
"Apparently."
Nixak
"Only after firebreaks are in place."
Telaverin
I clear the brush and such from around the tree.
Kundak
(Jungles are wet, would they burn that easily?)
Telaverin
"Anyone have a shovel?"
Zkaashj
"Can you extinguish the flame?"
Zarusa
"Make sure you've got it thoroughly checked. I like big fires."
"And there's a shovel in the third cart."
Boregloaf
"Are there axes in the cart?"
Zarusa
"Oh, right. Yeah, there's an axe."
"Should be under the shovel."
Nixak
I do a check to see where the firebreaks should be.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Boregloaf
"So, wouldn't it be easier to just cut the section of tree across the road out?"
DM (Ephesos)
To everyone's surprise, Nixak expertly guides the brush-clearing process.
Telaverin
"This tree's too big. We'll be here forever if we try to axe it"
Nixak
"Its 15 feet across, if you want to do it by your self then go for it."
"Someone get the shovel and clear these areas around the fallen tree."
Vitze
I do that.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa starts juggling a few small fireballs.
Boregloaf
I help clear brush.
Zkaashj
I help too
Kundak
I help as well.
Telaverin
I assist.
DM (Ephesos)
When the brush has been satisfactorily cleared, Zarusa gestures for you to step back.
Then, she launches the fireballs she had been juggling at the tree. Three strike the tree, sending an unfortunately large spray of embers out into the brush.
Nixak
"Beat down the sparks in the brush before they grow."
DM (Ephesos)
Thankfully, nothing catches fire. Zarusa nods at Nixak as she launches another volley.
This cluster is far more accurate, blasting a large chunk out of the tree.
The horses start to shift nervously.
Telaverin
I yell at the drovers to back the waggons up.
Nixak
I sooth the horses minds.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Diplomacy)
DM (Ephesos)
You get a few irritated curses back from the guards, and the wagons back up a bit.
The horses calm down, thanks to Nixak's diplomatic skills.
Just in time, as Zarusa's third volley obliterates what's left of the tree, leaving a nice, wide path through smoldering wooden debris.
Unfortunately, one rather large chunk of flaming tree lands outside of the ground that you cleared.
Vitze
I grab the shovel, and start shoveling dirt onto it
Nixak
What direction is the wind blowing?
Telaverin
I grab the shovel and rush to throw dirt on the fire.
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Zkaashj
I help Telaverin with axe
DICE
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Telaverin
(Heh. Sorry guys.)
DM (Ephesos)
(What are you doing with the axe?)
Zkaashj
Chop the burning tree?
Nixak
"Go on Zarusa, get the wagons moving. We will be right behind."
Vitze
How does that help?
DM (Ephesos)
The axe quickly catches fire.
Zkaashj
I throw the axe to the ground
Boregloaf
I kick dirt on the axe.
Vitze
If Telaverin got the shovel, I help by throwing dirt on the fire with my hands.
Telaverin
(Cleared ground, I hope.)
Zkaashj
(I should have stated that)
DM (Ephesos)
The axe is put out.
If you're helping try to extinguish the fire, pick a skill, and roll.
It's gonna be Nature if you can't justify something else.
Vitze
Might as well be Nature. I don't see how Bluff can fix this.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Nixak
(Bluff the fire into thinking that its is not burning.)
Boregloaf
I could try to intimidate the fire.
But nature.
DICE
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Kundak
"Are there any blankets in the wagon we could throw on it? It'd get rid of its oxygen supply."
Boregloaf
"At least until the blankets catch fire..."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa sees your efforts, and sees that they are not going well.
Zarusa
"Quick, let's just move!"
Nixak
"I believe it's time to be moving before that fire moves ahead of us." I walk through the space where the tree was to the other side."
Boregloaf
I grab the axe and run after the wagons.
DM (Ephesos)
The carts roll forward, and the horses nervously cross the smoldering remains of the tree. Luckily, the horses don't spook too badly.
Telaverin
I run after the waggons.
Zkaashj
I follow
Kundak
I tag along.
Vitze
I follow, too.
Nixak
What direction is the wind blowing?
DM (Ephesos)
The wind is blowing towards the edge of the jungle.
So, southeast.
Nixak
(And what direction are we going right now?)
Telaverin
So we'll be safe, unless the wind changes?
DM (Ephesos)
Northish. Slightly westish.
For some definitions of safe, yes.
Vitze
Heh.
"Does anybody live in this jungle?"
DM (Ephesos)
The caravan rumbles on, and glancing behind you, you are able to see that the fire is spreading. Black smoke starts to climb into the sky.
Zarusa calls down to you.
Nixak
I keep walking ahead of the wagons as we move.
Zarusa
"Yes, there's a lot of humans in this forest. Lots of beasts, probably a few other villages."
"Hopefully, they know how to deal with this. I start fires, not put them out."
"Keep an eye out, we're going faster than I'd like to."
DM (Ephesos)
Roll Perception.
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Zkaashj rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Boregloaf rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Telaverin
(That's the second decent roll I've had all session)
Vitze
"I hear shouting off to the west."
Boregloaf
"So do I."
Boregloaf
"Do we want to try yelling back?"
Telaverin
"so do I"
Vitze
"No. The locals probably aren't fond of us right now."
Zkaashj
"I say we look at it"
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa calls down.
Zarusa
"I'm with Vitze on this. We should leave, now."
"Or rather, press on."
Boregloaf
"Probably not."
Nixak
"I doubt that it could be anything good."
Vitze
I keep going.
Zkaashj
I follow
Nixak
"Several minds at the lest."
Boregloaf
Still running after the wagon with the axe.
DM (Ephesos)
The road forks up ahead, and there's no sign this time.
The wagons slow down a bit as Phal and Khial argue loudly about which fork to take.
Vitze
Bluff check on both of them: is either of them arguing in bad faith?
DICE
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Nixak
I use mnemonic on both of them.
DICE
Nixak rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
They seem to just disagree about which way is the right way.
Neither sounds particularly certain, though.
Boregloaf
"Which way takes us away from the shouting?'
DM (Ephesos)
The right fork leads more north than west.
Vitze
Can we still hear that shouting, and is it moving?
Boregloaf
"I say right."
DM (Ephesos)
Yes, it is moving, and it's getting louder.
Vitze
"Yes, right. We need to keep moving."
Telaverin
What kind of shouting is it?
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa calls out the decision, and the caravan rumbles down the right-hand path.
Nixak
I start walking down the right path.
DM (Ephesos)
...it's shouting. In the distance. What more do you want from me?
Telaverin
Is it like "Help" shouting or "I will destroy you" shouting?
DM (Ephesos)
You can't tell.
You're not even sure it's a language you recognize.
Zkaashj
"Anyone wants to check that sound?"
Boregloaf
"No. Keep moving!"
Nixak
"No."
DM (Ephesos)
You continue at an uncomfortably fast pace for a few hours.
Nixak
Did the yelling die down or follow us?
DM (Ephesos)
The shouting eventually grows distant, but the column of smoke behind you continues to grow.
Nixak
"We should keep up the pace Zarusa. That fire will be driving everything the same direction we are going."
DM (Ephesos)
You reach some higher ground as it's getting close to sunset, and it looks like the column of smoke is thinning.
Boregloaf
(Mutters) "And we got told off for beating a couple of stupid adventurers."
Zarusa
"I heard that!"
"And it doesn't matter now. Right now, we need to set up camp."
Vitze
(Does Zarusa have super hearing or something?)
"Do we have tents or something?"
Telaverin
"If we do, I imagine they're for the sheep--pilgrims"
Nixak
Does this higher ground have some sort of shelter or covering or is it exposed?
Zarusa
"Third cart."
Telaverin
"We'll be lucky if we get to sleep under the wagons."
DM (Ephesos)
It's thinner jungle than you've been walking through, but otherwise no.
Boregloaf
I return the axe to the cart.
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa turns to Telaverin.
Zarusa
"Now you keep saying 'sheep'. Care to explain?"
Vitze
I get out a tent and start setting it up.
Kundak
I help Vitze set up her tent.
DM (Ephesos)
The pilgrims silently fetch tents and start setting them up. Phal and Khial start a fire (smaller than the other one), and cooking stew.
Nixak
"Tents in the center and circle the wagons around them."
"It would be safer I believe."
Vitze
"How do you circle three wagons?"
Nixak
(Triangle them?)
Boregloaf
"Triangle?"
DM (Ephesos)
Yount calls over.
Yount
"Triangle?"
Kundak
"You make a triangle."
Telaverin
"Religion hasn't done much good for me or my family. Experience has taught me not to pin everything on false hopes,"
Nixak
"That works just as well, three sides of cover is better then none."
Boregloaf
(What?)
Telaverin
"In reality, the gods could care less about mortals,"
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa glares at Telaverin.
Zarusa
"You think they're making this trip for the gods? If they wanted answers from the gods, they could've done that at home."
"They are here for the Oracle. And if the stories are true, that is better than the gods."
"So I feel inclined to say that you should stop insulting them, unless you want to suddenly find yourself on fire."
Zkaashj
"Why the Oracle is better than the gods?"
Nixak
"People want answers from people."
Nixak
"And some people are better at giving them then others I imagine."
DM (Ephesos)
She briefly examines the camp.
Zarusa
"Now if you'll excuse me, I need to set up the spells that will be keeping us safe tonight."
DM (Ephesos)
You can smell the stew cooking on the fire. The two dragonborn have started arguing over ingredients.
Telaverin
I walk over to them. "What's in the stew?"
Zkaashj
"Why do they always arguing?"
Kundak
"Food is food regardless of the ingredients. Quit bickering."
I try to settle their dispute with diplomacy.
DICE
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
Kundak's comments seem to get them to calm down.
Vitze
While Zarusa is busy, I discreetly examine the contents of one of the wagons.
Telaverin
"I'll take the first watch tonight."
Vitze
"I'll take the middle watch."
Kundak
"I'll take the late watch."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa walks around the campsite, then approaches the cooking fire. She gets everyone's attention and makes an announcement.
Zarusa
"Everyone! If I can speak for a moment. Observe."
Kundak
I sit and listen attentively.
Vitze
Ditto
DM (Ephesos)
She snaps her fingers. A series of red and orange filaments come into focus around the camp, strung around at various heights. They practically glow.
Telaverin
Ditto
Zarusa
"This is our fence. Anything that crosses it will wake me up, and it'll probably get burned pretty bad. That includes you, so don't touch it."
DM (Ephesos)
The pilgrims and guards nod.
Zarusa
"Our fearless guards will keep watch tonight, so we'll have more notice if anything tries to sneak up on us."
DM (Ephesos)
At this, she gestures to you. Not to the drivers.
Kundak
"You assume that we're fearless?"
Boregloaf
"Shh!"
Zkaashj
"Sshhh!"
Vitze
"With all the wards around us, I actually do feel pretty fearless."
DM (Ephesos)
She clears her throat, and looks at Vitze.
Zarusa
"May I continue?"
Vitze
I nod sheepishly.
Zkaashj
"Go ahead"
Zarusa
"Good. Now, we made good time today, so we should only have three more days of traveling ahead of us."
"Of course, if the fire we started happens to catch up with us, we'll have to break camp. But I'll let you know."
"Bottom line is don't worry about it."
"Enjoy the stew, and rest up!"
Kundak
"Oh boy, am I hungry." I greedily reach for some stew.
DM (Ephesos)
(Unless anyone wants to do something specific, the evening will pass normally until it's time to start keeping watch.)
Nixak
I eat my nuts, not stew.
Vitze
I eat some stew, and try to make friends with the other party of guards.
Boregloaf
I'm good.
DM (Ephesos)
As the evening wears on and the stars begin to appear, Zarusa approaches you.
Telaverin
I don't do anything out of the ordinary.
Zarusa
"Okay, what's the watch order tonight?"
Kundak
"I will take the late watch."
Nixak
Could I use this time to try to get a boom squirrel to hanging out with me? Like a familiar but wild?
DM (Ephesos)
(Well, yeah, you could. Probably not this late at night, as the squirrels have gone to sleep.)
Vitze
"Telaverin volunteered for the first, and I'll take the middle. The other three can watch tomorrow."
Telaverin
"I have the first watch."
DM (Ephesos)
Zarusa tilts her head.
Zarusa
"Only three watches? It's a long night, you know."
Zkaashj
"I could help"
Telaverin
"It'll work"
Nixak
I move to under one of the wagons and curl up to go to sleep.
Zarusa
"Alright, well, don't complain to me if you're tired in the morning."
DM (Ephesos)
She goes off to her own tent.
Can I get Perception checks from the three keeping watch? Preferably in order?
DICE
Telaverin rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Vitze rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Kundak rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Kundak
(Oi!)
Zkaashj
(Ouch)
Nioca
(Wow.)
Telaverin
(COME ON)
Nixak
(Looks like we die tonight.)
Kundak
(We are horrible watchmen.)
DM (Ephesos)
During the night, you are awakened by Zarusa's high-pitched yelling.
Zarusa
"Wake up! Wake up! The fence!"
"Quick, everyone, wake up!"
DM (Ephesos)
End Session.
